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The Energy Evolution, the final volume in the revolutionary Eco-Technology series, contains radical environmentalist
Viktor Schauberger's groundbreaking writings on methods for energy generation that harness the enormous potential of
Nature.

Standing as we are on the threshold of a new era, the first dawning of a new age, there is an air of expectancy
of things imminent and better. In a certain sense this has psychologically programmed us with a willingness to
embrace new concepts, to inaugurate and accept far-reaching change. What we are concerned with here is an
inversion of all that has hitherto been held to be true scientifically and technologically. This is no form of
repetition, a re-cycling of outworn concepts and processes, but an upward movement to totally new and higher
levels not only of perception, but also of application of systems of an entirely new dimension and order. While
progress of a sort is made as the wheel turns, the wheel itself does not evolve and always returns viii
Introduction ix upon itself. Having no in-built capacity for change and transformation it effectively contributes
nothing to real evolutive progress. Implicit in this evolution towards higher perception and a new modus
operandi is the necessity to think an octave higher, as Viktor Schauberger so often expresses it. Just how
fundamentally we will have to change our way of thinking and acting to achieve this we have yet to discover,
although the information contained in this book will provide many of the necessary keys. Once inserted into
the lock of evolution, new as yet unimagined vistas will unfold themselves and can become manifest, provided
the will and determination are present to enter upon them. But what it is that must change to permit this to
happen? Basically it is a question of the geometrical system so familiar to us. This is the geometry of Euclid
and essentially involves the elements of the straight line, circle and point, all of which are perfect forms and
therefore unchanging. In terms of their physical appearance, these are the cylinders, spheres, wheels, straight
shafts, pipes, flat surfaces, etc. As transcendental constructs, i. Steeped in the grandeur of Euclidean edifices
over the last two millennia and the apparent appropriateness and suitability of Euclidean geometry for all
purposes, we must now reappraise our unqualified acceptance of it, for it lies at the very root of our troubles.
On earlier European structures the straight lines and hard edges were softened and made pleasing to the eye
through their often exuberant embellishment. The Chinese on the other hand, versed in the art of geomancy,
constructed their traditional buildings differently, deliberately curving the profile of the roof. In their
philosophy the straight line was the path preferred by dragons, the mythical personification of destructive
power, whose violence could only be curbed by forcing it to move along curved paths. Intuitively the Chinese
were aware that straight lines provoke and foster violent behaviour, a phenomenon on the increase worldwide.
Since the beginning of the last century [s] there has been a rapid reduction of such visual complexity to one of
virtual uniformity as this decoration has gradually been stripped away, reducing our built environment to a
naked, stark and arid angularity. Because of this the rational mind began to cut out important factors that were
deemed extraneous, so as to achieve the most economically effective outcomes. The result - violent discharges
and inundations. Such simplicities of line not only disturb rivers, they also have a disturbing effect
psychologically, because the eye, that most complex of organs requires an equal external visual complexity to
maintain its health, balance and stability, transferring such states to the brain and psyche of its host. While
contemplation of the rich diversity in colour and form of natural undisturbed forest - an apparent chaos but
actually the highest state of order - brings us a sense of peace and inner tranquillity, when we are confronted
by plantation forests, planted out in rows of same-age, same-species, same-height, sameshape trees, we
experience a certain inner discomfort. A higher state of order and complexity has been reduced to a lower one.
While such a relatively small reduction produces such a reaction, what effect do more major reductions have
on us psychologically? We therefore belong to the world of Nature, to the world of sentient, intelligent
creatures. And yet, indoctrinated by history, we do not perceive that the form of our dwellings, our physically
enclosing structures, is at odds with those of other creatures; creatures whose sensitivity which is also our
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birthright is such that their intercommunion with the subtlest energies and response to the influences
surrounding them is extremely intimate and of an order now almost totally alien to us. No natural creatures
live in rigid rectangularities, but in roundnesses and curvilinear forms such as burrows, nests and shells, the
latter the product of the most complex systems of curves. While Nature makes use of these forms everywhere,
we do not, and through our constant use of unnatural geometry in all areas of endeavour, we have largely
estranged ourselves from her. We have never even thought to question the influence that continual exposure to
unnatural straight lines may exert on our mental, intellectual and emotional processes, on the energies that
motivate and animate us and cause us to behave in one way or another. No doubt it was for all of these reasons
that Viktor Schauberger so joyfully declared: Gone are the mortifying elements of Euclid. The effective
functional surfaces and forms of these machines incorporate the swirling spirals and sinuosities, the open
elements of non-Euclidean geometry so prevalent in Nature. By incorporating such organic spiral
configurations and egg-shapes in such devices, energies are produced that are life-affirming in lieu of those
generated by conventional machines that are presently inexorably destroying it. Whereas in earlier days the
technology to manufacture and mass-produce such devices cheaply and economically was not available, today
this is no longer the case. This would remove the environmentally harmful point-loads of cities. Instead of
being forced to live as human blood corpuscles, whose purpose is to maintain the flow of lifefluid in our
machine-cities, we would be able to devote our energies to the evolvement of our innate creativity and to
interact with Nature in the way that was always our birthright. Eventually wholly deserted, the deadly gridiron
conurbations of brick and asphalt would be viewed as the cautionary relics of one of the dark ages of human
history, albeit a necessary educative chapter in our evolution and without which this coming corner could not
have been turned. To accomplish this, to swing wide the gateway to fresh fields of positive endeavour, all that
is needed as Viktor Schauberger urges is the necessary will. The spiritual manifestation of this work is its
effect. When such work is properly done it brings happiness, and when carried out incorrectly it assuredly
brings misery. Your will is paramount! You can command Nature if you but obey her! It is from this volume
that some of the passages in this book are obtained. Implosion Magazine Implosion is a quarterly magazine,
funded by private subscription and generally oriented towards the lay reader. It was originally published by
Aloys Kokaly from about and now runs to issues. Kokaly also founded the Verein zur Forderung der
Biotechnik e. Other Sources Personal letters from Viktor Schauberger to various individuals. Regrettably in
most cases this is missing, which has made accurate description of the device in question very difficult, the
editor having to rely on other descriptions to aid in identification. In general, however, the discussion revolves
around the function of four types of machine, namely the Air-turbine, the Repulsator, the Klimator and the
Repulsine. As far as it has been possible reasonably to ascertain its proper attribution, all the data relating to
each has been assembled under the relevant heading. Despite the confusion that may arise from the appearance
of the same name in different chapters, it is to be hoped that in perusing the diagrams and studying the text,
the reader will not only obtain a general understanding of the way these various machines function, but also
many insights into what elements and shapes should be incorporated into future designs for machines based on
implosion dynamics. In the original German certain passages overlapped and therefore as far as possible
avoidable repetition has been removed. However, some passages still remain which the reader may find
repetitive. After much deliberation, the editor decided to leave them virtually untouched as there was no way
to remove them without disadvantageously affecting the coherence and detailed comprehension of the theme
under discussion. A human being is a microcosmos, i. One component serves inwardness internalisation and
the other outwardness dispersion. Both preconditions for motion regulate the eternal flow of metamorphosis
panta Rhei. W hat most peoples have so far achieved is no culture, but merely a civilisation and a retreat from
the true culture; a journey that was is absolutely necessary in order, through experience, to take the next step
forwards. To move forwards means to come to grips with temporal 2 The Energy Evolution processes.
Whatever we meet with, we must consume as it were. We must digest it in our inner being. The product of this
process of organic transformation is mental clarity non-spacial energies or the pure intuitive perception of the
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true reality and the love of our Father. What we formulate with our thoughts alone, consumes and destroys.
The machines of the future will not destroy their fuel, but direct the energies inwardly. In this way a
harmonious motion manifests itself externally, which transmutes the used material organically, exalts it and
refashions it one octave higher. The residual material thus becomes endowed with the necessary potency and
provided with the possibility to resurrect itself in the succeeding earthly form of life. Earth, water, air and light
are organisms, and between them lie the organs of the most diverse nature in a constant state of readiness to
act. If we bring these organs together harmoniously; if we place every inner potential opposite its outer
harmonic form, then the thing begins to gyrate within and about itself and to evolve, because in rhythmical
sequence every impulse is countered by an expulse, through which the harmonic motion gives way to the
inflowing and diffusing counter-movement. The counter-reactive transverse electrical potentials have to be
stationed opposite the strongest longitudinal magnetic potentials. Out of this normal state of opposition the
harmonic transitional point is created in the golden middle. This golden middle is the organic angle. It is the
only true pathway upon which there is no upwards, no downwards, no sideways and no inwards, but only a
movement in and about itself, which corresponds to the infinite will of God, the unity in the universality. Few
will understand the meaning of the above! Some individuals, however, will obtain an indefinable inkling. This
apprehension is none other than a dreamlike awakening and the incipient apotheosis of the hitherto animal
mass. There is no birth without pain. Every death is followed by a birth. What we are experiencing today is a
turning-point of time. Good luck to all those who understand it! Let them find one another as long as there is
still time, for we are fast approaching a stupendous event. Viktor Schauberger, Vienna, May It has been
proven psychologically that human beings can only appreciate or apprise, i. If this cannot be achieved, then all
preaching is useless. And even the eye has first to learn how to see everything new; it too must therefore be
awoken from its latency before it can grasp the seen. Above all, there must be a readiness to consider even
supposed wonders as the forerunners of Some Philosophical Aspects of Natural Energies 3 forthcoming
realities, for only thus can the foundation be laid upon which rational mind can calculate and analyse. Will and
counterwill are functions of the temperatures that arise for one reason or another. Work is a function of the
temperatures that lie above or below the turning point or point of intersection - the anomaly point - in which
all life arises zero-point. This flow is an eternal motion-of-creation, which in turn gives rise to a constant
creation-of-motion. Temperature is thus the difference between differences, out of which the ceaseless
movement of evolution arises, which is itself the product of tensions resulting from the contrasting directions
of movement. The movement of the planets is mirrored in the movement of earthly bodies and thus the
possibility also exists to order the course of such planetary systems by means of a particular physical motion.
Conversely, it is also possible to exploit planetary motion to produce physical motion, which will enable us to
harness a constantly waxing motive force for our own use. Opposites have their appointed directions of
movement and find their expression in the mutual interaction of living and moving matter. If we can now
succeed in dosing like-directional dynagens2 and in bringing the groups of substances thus organised into
mutually opposing motion, then 1 Motion of-creation and creation-of-motion: This is one of three forms of
Ethericity, a term that refers to those supra-normal, near nondimensional, energetic, bio-electric, bio-magnetic,
catalytic, high-frequency, vibratory, super-potent entities of quasi-material, quasi-etheric nature belonging to
the 4th and 5th dimensions of being. According to their function or location these may be male or female in
nature. This is the turning or anomaly point out of which is born the creationof-motion from which in turn the
self-enclothing motion-of-creation arises. This physical formation is the product of organic formative
processes and it is obvious that in order to construct such physical forms, we must make use of certain basic
shapes. This basic shape we find in the ellipse, which once set in motion, produces the mirror-image, opposite
form.
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The energy evolution harnessing free energy from nature, the energy evolution, the final volume in the revolutionary eco
technology series, contains radical environmentalist viktor schaubergers groundbreaking writings on methods for.

Although hard water is generally safe to use, it can cause a variety of problems related to cleaning and
appliance life and efficiency. At EcoWater, we have what we believe is the best water softener guarantee on
the market to help you win the battle against hard water. An EcoWater softener provides hard water treatment
for your home by removing calcium, magnesium and sediment from the water. Once those hard
water-producing elements are eliminated, your family will enjoy the benefits of soft water: Reduced build-up
of film on tubs, sinks, faucets and wall tiles. Elimination of spotting on glassware, dishes and flatware caused
by hard water. Elimination of hard water residue in fabrics, which can help clothing last longer. Preserve the
life of your water using appliances such as washing machines, dishwashers and coffee makers. With all the
home water purification systems â€” including salt-free water softeners â€” that are on the market, how do you
decide what is right for your home? An authorized EcoWater Pro can diagnose your water and recommend the
best option for your home. EcoWater offers home water softeners in a single tank cabinet style or a two-tank
system. Which is right for your home? Consider the amount of space available for the system, plus the
hardness of your water. Your EcoWater Pro can give you expert advice on the benefits of a single versus
two-tank system based on the results of your water test. Two Tank System A two-tank system has a separate
salt tank, and provides more options for the hard water capacity of the unit. It is highly recommended for
either municipal or well water supplies. Highly Efficient Counter-Current Regeneration Water Meter â€”
Allowing for chemical feed dosing, flow switch operation and water use information. Distributors exhibit
excellent flow rates and are cleaned automatically by counter-current water pressure. Positive action helps
prevent overfilling. Our integrated sensor will detect the salt level and alert you when the salt level is low.
Features of the Compact Series water softener: Features of the ESD water softener: Patented Electronics
Digital Demand Module â€” Sophisticated, yet easy-to-use electronics capture historical usage patterns to
predict future needs for precise regenerations. Maintains time for at least 6 hours in case of power loss.
Features of the ESD Series water softener: Time Keeper â€” Permanent program memory with
capacitor-backed time retention. Self-Cleaning Distributors â€” Distributors exhibit excellent flow rates and
are cleaned automatically by preventing clogging. Brine Valve â€” Controls water flow in and out of salt tank.
Features automatic shut-off to prevent overfilling. Bypass Valve optional â€” Brass-free and lead-free bypass
valve lets you manually bypass the system. Energy Efficient Power Supply â€” Simplifies installation,
maintenance and reduces electrical hazards. Your EcoWater Pro will test your water to determine the right
water treatment for your home. Features of the ESS Electronic Timer â€” Electronic timer controls
regeneration frequency. Ability to Choose Media for Custom Applications â€” Ships without media to give
flexibility in providing solutions for different problem water situations. Features of the EEC Series water
softener: Patented Electronic Digital Demand Module - Solid-state electronics record usage patterns and
control regeneration frequency based on predicted needs. Time Keeper - Permanent program memory with
capacitor-backed time retention. Self-Cleaning Distributors - Distributors exhibit excellent flow rates and are
cleaned automatically by countercurrent water pressure. Positive-Action Brine Valve - Snap-together
construction eliminates use of solvents that may contaminate water. Optional Conditioner Shroud Kit - The
EEC series conditioners are available with or without an optional shroud kit to cover the resin tank and
controller assembly for appearance or weather protection. The image shows the product with the shroud kit
option. I chose to rent a water softener from Tri County Water because I knew I would be getting a high
quality softener at a very good monthly rate. I know of other companies that use cheap products for rentals,
but I know for a fact that Tri County does not do that. They provide me with the best softener available on the
market. I am continuing to rent my softener because I know I will not find a better rate from anyone and the
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monthly payment is very affordable. I also appreciate knowing that if I need any service I can count on Tri
County Water to provide the best service and I know they will be fast about responding if I have any needs.
There are no local EcoWater Pros near your area. Please ensure your zip code is entered correctly or send us a
general inquiry.
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